
Il Teatro del Sottosuolo 
The Underground Theatre

presents

“Metamorfosi”
"Metamorphosis"

With Gloria Uccheddu, Riccardo Montanaro and Chiara Giuliani

- Images, most of the time, are part of our baggage of 
memories,

whether they refer to our life, a film or a book.
The paintings, the photographs, the cinematographic images..they are full of 

quotes,
emotions and feelings unexpressed in words, but, often,

much clearer and stronger than the verbal form.
Hence the desire to work to recreate, live, with bodies that breathe and  

sweat .. overall, with bodies in flesh and blood, with those
 images,

that more than others speak to us. -

THE SHOW 

On stage fabrics, objects and four actors give through the technique of "Tableau vivant" life 
to a journey within Greek Mythology. 
No movement is left to chance, but at the same time created in complete naturalness.
The paintings are composed and unraveled under the eyes of the viewer with a musical 
background that goes from Carl Orff to Mahaler, during which it creates a magical and 
suggestive suspension made of clean and essential gestures and ends in a break with bated 
breath: the painting!

XI Living Paintings



To open the "dances" is Zeus who dispenses the good and evil drawing on them from two 
wineskins, deciding what fate to reserve for them. Nereide Teti, mother of Achilles, tries to 
intercede for the fate of her son, but there is a destiny far higher, and although she tries to 
avoid it, hiding Achilles among the daughters of Lycomedes, the dart will reach inexorably 
the hero's heel.
The search for salvation and victory comes back via a wire, namely a ball, foiling an evil 
spell, the Minotaur, and that should tie the hero Theseus to Ariadne which, however, was 
abandoned in the island of Naxos where love does not it is late to appear in the likeness of the 
God Bacchus. Abandonment is not the only road to loss. Death is much stronger and more 
significant, as for Orpheus and Eurydice, but the sublime singer does not accept destiny and 
with his art he succeeds in recovering the soul of his beloved from Hades and again losing it 
forever in a single glance; finally massacred by the bacchantes for too much love.
Zeus punishes mankind by sending the beautiful Pandora who will lift the lid of the vase 
freeing all the evils, leaving inside the Hope!

PROMO VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM7h3DZPOXM

SELECTED PICTURES:

1) Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres: Jupiter implored by Teti 1811
2) Hendrick van Limborch: Achilles and the daughters of Lycomedes 1721
3) Palagi Pelagio: Theseus receives the ball of thread from Arianna 1814
4) Angelica Kauffmann: Ariadne abandoned by Theseus, 1782
5) Pompeo Batoni Girolamo: Bacchus and Arianna 1773
6) Ary Sheffer: La Mort d'Eurydice 1814
7) Jean Raoux: Orpheus and Eurydice 1720
8) Frederic Leighton: Orpheus and Eurydice 1864
9) Gregorio Lazzarini: Orpheus massacred by the bacchantes (detail) 1698
10) Nicolas Régnier: Pandora 1626

DIDACTIC OBJECTIVES:

Living the picture in three dimensions, study it and know it live, giving the student the 
opportunity to see the play of light and shadows, gloss or opacity of the tissues, the muscles 
of the bodies and their twists. Merge with the painting.
Go through Greek Mythology through the paintings, which include some myths such as 
Theseus and Ariadne, Orpheus and Eurydice, thus offering the student the opportunity to 
study through an artistic process.
The use of few fabrics and objects transformed and re-used to create ever-changing shapes; in 
particular the clothes of the paintings characters that are wrapped under the eye of the viewer 
through different knots and folds. Their impact is very strong.
Show the ability to give life to an artistic product with the aid of simple materials without 
resorting to technology.

DATA SHEET:

Genre: Theatre



Technique: Tableaux vivant
Studied for outdoor and indoor spaces
Scenic space: minimum 5 m x 5 m
Power supply
Duration of the show 60 min
Assembly time approx. 30 min

For info and contacts:

teasotto@tiscali.it 
phone +39 3394067169 / +39 3286356822

 www.teatrodelsottosuolo.com


